K-State Campus Store at the Union, Computer Store

August 13, 2021

Quote Expires August 28, 2021

Mobile Precision 7750 Laptop Quote Expires June 08, 2021

Quote

Contact Information

Cat Tech at the K-State Campus Store
785-532-7319
unioncomputerstore@gmail.com

Itemized Quotes

Architecture

Precision 5820 Tower $2890
Intel Xeon Processor W-2225 (4C 4.1GHz 4.6GHz Turbo HT 8.25MB 105W DDR4-2933)
CPU Heatsink 5820 Tower
Windows 10 Pro for Workstations (up to 4 Cores) Multi - English, French, Spanish
Intel NVMe PCIe SSD (Front PCIe FlexBay)
Intel Integrated controller (RST-e) with 1-2 Front FlexBay NVMe PCIe Drives
M.2 512GB PCIe NVMe Class 40 Solid State Drive
Dell Limited Hardware Warranty Plus Service
ProSupport: Next Business Day Onsite 4 Years
ProSupport: 7x24 Technical Support, 4 Years
Nvidia Quadro RTX4000, 8GB, 3DP, VirtualLink (XX20T)
Precision 5820 Tower 950W PCIe FlexBay Chassis CL
Placemat 5820 Tower MUI DAO
8x DVD-ROM 9.5mm Optical Disk Drive
Bezel ODD
Internal Speaker for Precision 3650
US Power Cord
SERI Guide (ENG/FR/Multi)
512GB PCIe NVMe Class 40 M.2 SSD
Thermal Pad 3640
11th Generation Intel Core i7-11700, 16 MB Cache, 8 Core, 2.5 GHz to 4.9 GHz
HEATSINK for 65W CPU
C1: M.2 SSD Boot + Optional M.2 SSD (No SATA HDD)
Dell Premier Color 6.0
Dell Client System Update (Updates latest Dell Recommended BIOS, Drivers, Firmware and Apps)
Waves Maxx Audio
Dell SupportAssist OS Recovery Tool
Basic Onsite Service 12 Months
ProSupport and Next Business Day Onsite Service Extension, 36 Month(s)
ProSupport and Next Business Day Onsite Service Initial, 12 Month(s) 199-BDSC

Precision 3650 Tower $1810
32GB (2x16GB) DDR4 UDIMM non-ECC Memory
Dell KB216 Wired Keyboard English
Nvidia Quadro P1000, 4GB, 4 mDP to DP adapter (Precision 3650T
Windows 10 Pro English, French, Spanish
Dell Optical Mouse - MS116 (Black)
8x DVD-ROM 9.5mm Optical Disk Drive
Bezel ODD
Internal Speaker for Precision 3650
US Power Cord
SERI Guide (ENG/FR/Multi)
512GB PCIe NVMe Class 40 M.2 SSD
Thermal Pad 3640
11th Generation Intel Core i7-11700, 16 MB Cache, 8 Core, 2.5 GHz to 4.9 GHz
HEATSINK for 65W CPU
C1: M.2 SSD Boot + Optional M.2 SSD (No SATA HDD)
Dell Premier Color 6.0
Dell Client System Update (Updates latest Dell Recommended BIOS, Drivers, Firmware and Apps)
Waves Maxx Audio
Dell SupportAssist OS Recovery Tool
Basic Onsite Service 12 Months
ProSupport and Next Business Day Onsite Service Extension, 36 Month(s)
ProSupport and Next Business Day Onsite Service Initial, 12 Month(s) 199-BDSC
Mobile Precision 7760 Laptop CTO $3370
11th Gen Intel Core Processor i7-11850H (8 Core, 24MB Cache, 2.50GHz to 4.80GHz, 45W, vPro)
Dell Mobile Precision Workstation 7760 CTO
M.2 2280 512 GB, Gen 3 PCIe x4 NVMe, Solid State Drive
E5 C13 Power Cord 1M for North America
SERI Guide (ENG/FR/Multi)
Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX210, (6GHz), 2x2 with BT5.2
Windows 10 Pro English, French, Spanish
11th Gen Intel Core i7-11850H, 24MB Cache, 8 Cores, 2.50GHz to 4.80GHz, 45W, vPro
Intel Wi-Fi 6E AX210 Wireless Card with Bluetooth 5.2
Palmrest Smart Card Only
vPro Enabled
Quick Setup Guide for Mobile Precision 7760
6 Cell 95Whr ExpressCharge Capable Battery
Not EPEAT Registered
16 GB, 2x8 GB, DDR4, 3200MHz, Non-ECC, SODIMM
OS-Windows Media Not Included
Thermal For Graphics 490-BGQS - 1 - NVIDIA RTX A5000 w/16 GB GDDR6
Waves Maxx Audio
Dell Power Manager
Dell SupportAssist OS Recovery Tool
BTO Standard Shipment (EL)
17.3” FHD, 1920x1080, 60Hz, Anti-Glare, Non-Touch, 45% NTSC, 220 Nits, Cam/Mic, WLAN
Basic Onsite Service 36 Months
ProSupport and Next Business Day Onsite Service Extension, 12 Month(s)
ProSupport and Next Business Day Onsite Service Initial, 36 Month(s)
No Mobile Broadband Card 556-BBCD - 1 - Mix Model Packaging
Bottom Cover w/Smart Card slot Only
240W E5 Power Adapter (EPEAT)
Internal Single Pointing Non-Backlit Keyboard, US English with 10 Key Numeric Keypad
Keyboard Lattice for 99 key and 100 key keyboard

Monitor that meets suggested specs:
Dell UltraSharp 27 Moitnitor U2722DE $525
2560 x 1440 Resolution

Regional Planning

Inspiron 13 7000 2-in-1 (7306) Laptop $1145
11th Generation Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-1135G7 Processor (8MB Cache, up to 4.2 GHz)
Windows 10 Pro (64bit) English
Intel® Iris® Xe Graphics with shared graphics memory
Platinum Silver LCD Cover
8GB, onboard, LPDDR4x, 4267MHz
512GB M.2 PCIe NVMe Solid State Drive
13.3-inch FHD (1920 x 1080) TrueLife Touch Narrow Border WVA Display with Active Pen support
Intel(R) Wi-Fi 6 2x2 (Gig+) and Bluetooth
4-Cell Battery, 53Whr (Integrated)
Silver Backlit Keyboard, English
65 Watt AC Adapter
Fixed Hardware Configuration
US Power Cord
ENERGY STAR Qualified
Dell Cinema Color
Amazon Alexa App
Dell Limited Hardware Warranty Initial Year
Onsite/In-Home Service After Remote Diagnosis, 1 Year
McAfee LiveSafe Consumer 12 Month Subscription - McAfee(R) 30day Trial
Dell Limited Hardware Warranty Initial Year
ProSupport: Next Business Day Onsite, 1 Year
ProSupport: Next Business Day Onsite, 3 Year Extended
ProSupport: 7x24 Technical Support, 4 Years

Monitor that meets suggested specs:
Dell 24 Monitor - P2419H $185